We measured, in the same observers, (1) the detectability, d, of a small rotational jump following adaptation to rotational motion and (2) the detectability of the same jump when superimposed on one of several background rotation speeds. Following 90 s of motion adaptation the detectability of the jump was impaired, and sensitivity slowly recovered over the course of 60 s. The detectability of the jump was also impaired by the background speed in a way consistent with a quadratic form of Weber's law. We propose that motion adaptation impairs the detectability of the small jump because it is as if an equivalent background speed has been superimposed on the display. We measured the equivalent background by finding the real background speed that produced the same dЈ at each instant in the recovery from motion adaptation. The equivalent background started at approximately one to two thirds the speed of the adapting motion, declined rapidly, rose to a small peak at 30 s, then disappeared by 60 s. Since the equivalent background speed corresponds to the speed of the motion aftereffect, we have measured the time course of the motion aftereffect with objective psychophysics.
INTRODUCTION
After adaptation to a moving pattern the perceived motion of subsequently viewed patterns is altered. [1] [2] [3] We will show that motion adaptation reduces the detectability of a small jump (motion impulse 4 ). Detectability is most impaired immediately after the end of the adaptation phase, and it gradually recovers over time. We propose that the motion detection impairment is due to an equivalent background [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] speed that is superimposed, in the visual system, on the representation of the actual stimulus. Thus the effective task is one of speed increment detection. In a companion experiment we measure the impairment in jump detectability caused by a real background speed. The two experiments in combination allow us to measure the equivalent background in the motion system produced by adaptation. This equivalent background corresponds to the speed of the motion aftereffect. Thus, for the first time, we measure the motion aftereffect with objective psychophysics.
We now develop the predictions for the speed increment detection experiment and the recovery from motion adaptation experiment.
A. Speed Increment Detection
In a speed increment experiment the observer first adapts to an ongoing background rotational speed v, which is continuously present throughout the experiment. Then, in signaled intervals, an impulsive speed increment of size ⌬v may be added to the background speed. The size of the increment ⌬v is fixed, and the background speed v is varied. The speed waveform v(t) for the speed increment stimulus can be expressed symbolically as
where ␦ (t Ϫ T) is a Dirac delta function 10 occurring at time T. In the luminance version of this experiment the observer adapts to some background luminance upon which incremental flashes are superimposed. 11 We have done a thorough search, including the old literature surveyed by Brown, 12 and have failed to find a speed increment detection experiment. The existing studies of speed discrimination either have used a difference discrimination paradigm or have presented a speed step. In both of these classes of experiment there is no continuously viewed background speed; instead, discrete trials are presented, with a blank display between trials. In difference discrimination a single speed, v or v ϩ ⌬v, is seen on each trial. 13 In the speed step experiment the speed abruptly steps from v to v ϩ ⌬v or v Ϫ ⌬v and stays there. [14] [15] [16] The speed waveform for the speed step stimulus is
where u(t Ϫ T) is the Heaviside or unit step function. 10 We now develop a signal detection model for the detectability of the impulsive speed increment. In the absence of some form of internal noise the increment will be perfectly detectable. Therefore we propose that normal (Gaussian) motion noise with mean n and variance 2 be superimposed on the stimulus representation. 17, 18 To keep the model simple, we ignore the fact that the speed increment is an impulse embedded in an extended stochastic process. On signal trials the observer has v ϩ ⌬v ϩ N(n, 2 ) ϭ N(v ϩ ⌬v ϩ n, 2 ); on noise trials the observer has v ϩ N(n, 2 ) ϭ N(v ϩ n, 2 ). The detectability dЈ is defined as the difference of the means of the two normal random variables divided by their standard deviation:
at all on the speed of the background. There are no speed increment data available to test this prediction, though the data from speed step experiments are not consistent with it. The threshold ⌬v thresh for detecting the presence of the speed step was measured and found to rise with the background speed. The data are replotted in Fig. 1 . In Weber's law the step threshold ⌬v thresh rises linearly with the background speed:
The above formulation of Weber's law includes a term for the absolute or detection speed threshold 0 , and k is the Weber fraction. The plotted data are not well fit by a line. The data require an added quadratic term in the model, as the U-shaped pattern in the residual plot makes clear (middle row of Fig. 1 ). Weber's law with quadratic term,
describes the data well. The sizes of the fitted quadratic term with a 95% confidence interval are as follows: Hick, 0.007 Ϯ 0.002; Notterman and Page, 0.0036 Ϯ 0.0009; and De Bruyn and Orban, 0.0009 Ϯ 0.0002. Let us assume that the impulsive speed increment threshold for rotational motion follows the same pattern as that seen for the step threshold for linear motion. In our experiment the observer views a pattern that rotates counterclockwise continuously except when a superimposed impulsive increment ⌬v occurs. We expect a form of masking. (Masking: detectability of a fixed increment declines as the background increases; Weber's law: increment threshold rises as background increases.) The equation for masking corresponding to the quadratic near miss of Weber's law is dЈ ϭ ⌬v
which the reader can confirm by setting dЈ to its value at threshold, 1, and solving for ⌬v. A comparison of Eqs. (3) and (6) shows that masking is produced when the standard deviation of the internal noise (the denominator of both equations) is proportional to the background speed.
B. Equivalent Background
Every 2 s in the time course of recovery from motion adaptation we measured the detectability of the same fixed size jump ⌬v as that used in the increment detection experiment. The equivalent background idea asserts that the detectability of the jump at each instant, dЈ(t), is impaired by motion adaptation because the adaptation has produced an internal equivalent background speed v eq (t). Substituting v eq (t) for v in Eq. (6), we obtain
We can now solve for v eq (t): Fig. 1 . Thresholds for detecting a speed step of linear motion. From left to right are replotted data from Hick, 15 Notterman and Page, 16 and De Bruyn and Orban. 14 For the Hick data the average of the step increments and decrements is plotted. The De Bruyn and Orban data are for random dots. The top row shows the fit of Weber's law, Eq. (4). The middle row shows the residuals. The U-shaped pattern in the residuals shows that one needs a quadratic component to fit the data. The bottom row shows the fit of Weber's law with quadratic component, Eq. (5). Note the different scales on the plots.
Equation (8) is the means by which we can measure the equivalent background at each instant in the recovery from motion adaptation. Figure 2 shows graphically how the equivalent background is computed.
In the motion adaptation experiment the adapting motion is clockwise, and the jump to be detected is counterclockwise. After rotating continuously for 90 s, the adapting pattern stops (except for the intermittent jumps to be detected). The motion aftereffect is counterclockwise. Thus the jump is in the same direction as that of the motion aftereffect. In the speed increment detection experiment we measured the detectability of a counterclockwise jump against a counterclockwise background speed. Together, we have a counterclockwise increment on a counterclockwise background that is real or adaptation induced (equivalent background). By finding the real background speed in the increment detection experiment that produces the same value of dЈ at each instant in the motion adaptation recovery time course, we measure the equivalent background. The equivalent background corresponds to the speed of the motion aftereffect.
METHODS

A. Observers
Two of the authors, WA and AN, served as observers. Both are well-corrected myopes, experienced in motion psychophysics.
B. Apparatus
The displays were generated by an MS-DOS computer connected to a point-plotting memory buffer developed at the University of Alberta 19 and manufactured by Interactive Electronic Systems (Edmonton, Alberta, Canada). The plotter displayed the stimuli on a Tektronix 608 oscilloscope with P15 phosphor. The moving displays were viewed in a dark room with no veiling luminance. If we had used an oscilloscope with P31 phosphor, a veiling luminance would have been necessary to obscure the highly visible lingering phosphor trails. 20 The system can plot a dot having roughly a diameter of 2.6 min (at 1-m viewing distance) anywhere on a 4096 ϫ 4096 grid. One dot is plotted per microsecond. The displays used 2000 dots, so a frame was refreshed at a rate of 500 Hz. Viewing was monocular from a chin-and-forehead rest. At the 1-m viewing distance the total display area was 4 ϫ 4 deg vertically and horizontally. Responses were collected by the computer by means of a button box.
C. Stimuli
Increment Detection
The stimulus was a set of rotating spokes. We measured the observer's ability to detect a small rotational displacement increment of fixed size (0.34 deg counterclockwise) at each of several background speeds. There was a real background counterclockwise rotation, and the rotational increment was in the same direction (see Fig. 3 ). In the partner recovery from motion adaptation experiment the background counterclockwise rotation was illusory, created by adaptation to clockwise rotation. The test jump to be detected in this experiment was thus in the same counterclockwise direction as that of the motion aftereffect. Fig. 2 . The equivalent background computation is shown graphically. The same observer has produced results for the motion adaptation and increment detection experiments. The detectability, dЈ, of a small motion jump is plotted as a function of time after adaptation and as a function of the background speed upon which it is superimposed. The equivalent background speed is the background speed producing the same dЈ at any given point in the recovery from adaptation time course. The equivalent background at t 1 is b 1 and at t 2 is b 2 . Fig. 3 . The top row shows a scale diagram of the pattern used. The diagram is reversed contrast: In the experiments the lines were bright on a dark background. The middle row shows the plan of the recovery from motion adaptation experiment. The observer adapted to a clockwise rotating pattern for 90 s. Then it stopped rotating, and the observer experienced the counterclockwise equivalent background or motion aftereffect (MAE) shown. Periodically, a small counterclockwise impulsive rotation was presented for detection. The bottom row shows the plan of the increment detection experiment. The observer adapted to 90 s of counterclockwise rotation. The pattern continued rotating at this same background speed throughout the experiment. Periodically, an impulsive rotation increment was added to the background speed for detection.
The stimulus was a set of spokes in a rimless wheel (see Fig. 3 ). The spokes rotated continuously at 0, 3.4, 6.8, 10.3, 13.7, 17.1, or 20.6 deg s Ϫ1 . The direction of the rotation was counterclockwise. Every 3 s a click signaled a trial period during which a small counterclockwise jump (0.34 deg) could have occurred (with a probability near 50%).
At the center of the wheel was a fixation mark made up of five superimposed dots. The display was blank around the fixation mark. The radius of the dark hub was 0.77 deg. Outside the hub were 35 spokes, evenly spaced around the wheel. Each spoke was constructed from 57 dots whose centers were spaced 1.3 min apart. At this spacing the dots joined into a solid line. Each spoke was a dot wide, approximately 2.6 min. The spokes stretched from an eccentricity of 0.77 deg to 2 deg.
The luminance as measured by a Minolta LS-100 photometer was 0.040 cd m Ϫ2 for the background, 408.4 cd m Ϫ2 for the fixation point, and 79.5 cd m Ϫ2 for the dots in the spokes. The luminance was measured as follows. For the background the stimulus was displayed on the screen, and the photometer was aimed at a blank area on the screen away from where the stimulus was plotted. For the fixation point a 20 ϫ 20-dot array was plotted with a separation of 1.3 min. Each dot was plotted five times (since the fixation mark was plotted five times in the experiment), so the array was made up of a total of 2000 dots. To determine the luminance of the spokes, we plotted another array of 44 ϫ 44 dots with the same interdot separation. Each dot in this case was only plotted once. To bring the total number of dots up to 2000, we plotted 64 extra dots in one corner of the display far from the matrix.
We found it convenient to use polar coordinates in constructing the display. In polar coordinates rotation is performed simply by the incrementing of . A spoke is just a set of points with the same but increasing r. The polar coordinates were converted to Cartesian coordinates before plotting by the relations x ϭ r cos and y ϭ r sin .
The motion was generated with a sequence of frames. Each frame, as described above, was composed of 2000 dots and so was refreshed at 500 Hz. Each frame in the motion sequence was displayed for 50 ms (in other words, the frame was repeated 25 times). Sixty frames were constructed. In each successive frame every spoke was rotated 0.17 deg counterclockwise relative to its position in the previous frame. In the actual running of the experiment not all of these generated frames were necessarily used. If every frame was displayed, then a 0.17-deg/ frame rotation resulted. If every other frame was displayed, then the rotation was 0.34 deg/frame. By varying the number of skipped frames, one could generate a range of background speeds. So we varied the background speed by altering the rotational displacement and keeping the frame rate fixed. It is known that rotational motion of a display like ours can result in apparent backward motion for certain combinations of frame duration and rotational displacement. 21 Such aliasing was not observed in our displays with the frame rate and rotational displacements that we used.
The method of generating the background speed has just been described. The increment was created as follows. The increment was fixed at 0.34 deg. This corresponds to two frames of displacement in the 60-frame sequence. So after one complete revolution of the wheel, the next cycle skipped two frames. For example, if the slowest background speed was used, then all frames from 0 to 59 were displayed. After frame 59 the next frame to be displayed would be frame 0 if no increment were presented. With an increment the frame after frame 59 would be frame 2.
Time Course of Recovery from Motion Adaptation
The wheel described in Subsection 2.C.1 rotated clockwise during the adaptation phase. During the recovery phase the wheel was mostly stationary. Every 2 s a beep signaled a trial period during which a small counterclockwise jump (0.34 deg) could have occurred (with a probability near 50%). In the adaptation phase of the experiment the wheel rotated in apparent motion. The method of creating the motion was the same as that used in the increment detection experiment. In each successive frame the wheel was rotated clockwise relative to its position in the previous frame by 1.53 deg. Since the frame duration was 50 ms, the average speed of rotation was 30.8 deg s Ϫ1 .
D. Procedure
Increment Detection
We aimed to make the procedures of the two experiments-increment detection and motion adaptation-as similar as possible (see the bottom row of Fig. 3 ). Both experiments used an initial 90-s adaptation period. In the increment detection task the direction of rotation was counterclockwise. After the initial adaptation the observer was presented with a series of trials, each signaled by a click, that either contained a counterclockwise speed increment ( jump) or did not. Exactly equal numbers of the two types of stimulus were presented in random order. The trials were presented every 3 s. Note that the background speed was continuously presented. Each experimental run consisted of 50 trials. The hits and the false alarms over the whole block were recorded. The different background speeds were run in random order, with the constraint that all speeds were run once before any was run twice, etc. Each dЈ was based on 200-250 trials, with the exception of the stationary background, which was based on 1550 trials. The stationary background had many trials because it was essentially the motion adaptation experiment done with an adaptation speed of zero. We ran this as a control. For increment detection the time aspect was not needed, so we averaged the 50 trials every 2 s for 60 s: 50 ϫ 31 ϭ 1550.
Time Course of Recovery from Motion Adaptation
The plan of the experiment is shown in the middle row of Fig. 3 . Observers fixated the central dot for 90 s while the spokes rotated. At the end of the adaptation period a tone sounded; 212 ms later the first test period was presented. In this postadaptation phase of the experiment the previously rotating spokes were now always station-ary except in a test period. In a test period, signaled by a tone, a rotational jump could occur with a probability near 50%. The subject indicated whether or not a jump had occurred by pressing one of two buttons. No feedback was given.
The test periods (trials) occurred every 2 s. This intertrial interval was shorter than the 3-s interval used in the increment detection experiment. A shorter interval was used here so that a detailed picture of the time course could be obtained. Observers had a maximum of 2 s to give a response for each trial. If a response was not given in this time for any of the 31 trials, the entire block of trials would be terminated and no data collected. However, 2 s was ample time to respond, and it was never necessary to terminate a session. Motion detectability was sampled every 2 s for 1 min, giving 31 trials altogether. Fifteen of the 31 trials in each set contained a jump, in which the otherwise stationary display was rotated counterclockwise with the use of a rotational jump of 0.34 deg (i.e., two of the rotational units described in Subsection 2.C.1). For the 16 other trials the display remained stationary. The order of the test stimuli was random.
An experimental run consisted of a 90-s adaptation phase followed by 31 test stimuli presented over the course of 60 s. Both subjects completed 50 runs, so, at each of the 31 times sampled, 50 test stimuli were presented and 50 responses were recorded. In order to ensure no carryover effect of the adaptation, we separated runs by a minimum of 2 h (typically several hours or even days), and a subject did a maximum of four runs per day.
Computation of dЈ
At each sampled instant (every 2 s) in the course of recovery from motion adaptation we counted the number of hits (response was ''moving'' when the test stimulus really moved), the number of times the stimulus really moved, the number of false alarms (response was ''moving'' when the test stimulus actually was stationary), and the number of times the stimulus was really stationary. From these numbers the dЈ for detecting the jump could be calculated for each instant in the time course of the recovery from motion adaptation.
Here is an illustration of the method with an example comprised of only four test periods. Suppose that the stimuli presented were moving, moving, not moving, and moving; the responses were ''moving,'' ''not moving,'' ''moving,'' and ''moving.'' Then the number of hits is 1, 0, 0, and 1; the number of moving stimuli is 1, 1, 0, and 1; the number of false alarms is 0, 0, 1, and 0; and the number of stationary stimuli is 0, 0, 1, and 0. On the next run the stimuli are moving, moving, not moving, and not moving, with responses ''moving,'' ''not moving,'' ''moving,'' and ''not moving.'' Then we have hits 1, 0, 0, and 0; moving stimuli 1, 1, 0, and 0; false alarms 0, 0, 1, and 0; and stationary stimuli 0, 0, 1, and 1. We now form the totals over the two runs: hits 2, 0, 0, and 1; moving stimuli 2, 2, 0, and 1; false alarms 0, 0, 2, and 0; and stationary stimuli 0, 0, 2, and 1. The proportions of hits and false alarms at each time are thus known, with the hit proportions 2/2, 0/2, 0/0, and 1/1 and the false alarm proportions 0/0, 0/0, 2/2, and 0/1. The precision of these sample proportions increases with the number of runs. Once we have the hit and false alarm proportions, the estimated detectability of the motion is dЈ ϭ Z͓p͑hit͔͒ Ϫ Z͓ p͑false alarm͔͒,
where Z( ) denotes the inverse normal integral. This experiment was taxing for subjects and took a long time to run, so we stopped collecting data after 50 runs. Unfortunately, 50 runs is rather small for estimating dЈ. One major problem with estimating dЈ with small numbers of trials is that sample hit proportions of 1 or false alarm proportions of 0 may result. The computation of dЈ requires finding the inverse normal integral of the proportions, and proportions of 1 and 0 give positive and negative infinities. Our solution was to form a threepoint moving sum (like a three-point moving average but without dividing by 3) on the numbers of hits, moving stimuli, false alarms, and stationary stimuli. The new data points were defined as
where count(i) is the number of the given sort of event at sampling time i (i ϭ 0 to 30). The smoothed data points were thus based on 150, rather than on 50, stimuli. Bear in mind that this procedure is a sort of temporal low-pass filtering. 22 We also present the unsmoothed hit and false alarm proportions.
Even after smoothing, in one case we had the problem of an obtained p(false alarm) ϭ 0. The case in question was observer AN at the second-to-last test period; he had no false alarms in 69 presentations of the stationary stimulus. This is a problem, since the estimate of dЈ is infinite in this case. Our novel way of coping with this situation is explained in Appendix A.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Increment Detection
The detectability of the speed increment as a function of the background speed is shown in Fig. 4 . Weber's law for speed increment detection would give the function
where ⌬v is the size of the speed increment, 0 is the absolute threshold, k is the Weber fraction, and v is the background speed. Although this function gave a good fit to WA's data, the fit to AN's data was poor (see below). Including a quadratic term in the denominator [Eq. (6)] resulted in good fits to both observers' data. Recall our discussion in Section 1 of the previous results for speed step detection [14] [15] [16] that were well described by the corresponding threshold version of this equation, Eq. (5).
The obtained fits of Eq. (6) to the data in Fig. 4 were as follows. For WA the least-squares estimates with 95% confidence intervals are 0 ϭ 0.0973 Ϯ 0.004, k 1 ϭ 0.0087 Ϯ 0.002, and k 2 ϭ 0.00014 Ϯ 0.00016. Note that for WA the 95% confidence interval for k 2 includes zero; since the quadratic term is not significantly different from zero, Eq. (11) fits these data. For AN the estimates with 95% confidence intervals are 0 ϭ 0.1072 Ϯ 0.014, k 1 ϭ 0.0037 Ϯ 0.0078, and k 2 ϭ 0.0008 k 2 ϭ 0.0008 Ϯ 0.0007. Even for AN the quadratic term is small, though omitting it results in a decided lack of fit at higher background speeds.
The increment detection data are consistent with the simple model given in Section 1: Internal normal noise is added to the stimulus speed, and if the resulting random variable is greater than a criterion, the observer responds, ''Increment present.'' The standard deviation of the normal noise is a second-order polynomial, positively accelerated function of the background speed. It is the denominator of Eq. (6) .
Why the internal noise variance should increase as the background speed increases is an unsolved problem. No completely satisfactory solution has been proposed in any domain in which Weber's law has been found. Note that we find a near miss of Weber's law, since we find it necessary to include a quadratic term. We do not have an explanation for the near miss.
Our speed increment detection data conform to the pattern previously observed for speed step detection. To explain this, one would have to examine carefully the precise nature of the speed waveform and its placement in the internal noise stochastic process, both of which we have ignored in the name of simplicity.
B. Recovery from Motion Adaptation
The detectability of the small rotational jump during recovery from motion adaptation is shown in Fig. 5 . Early in the recovery period the jump is near threshold (dЈ ϭ 1), but after 60 s the jump is highly detectable (dЈ near 3 or 3.5). Adaptation to 90 s of rotational motion strongly impairs the detectability of the motion impulses, and this adaptation effect decays over the course of 1 min.
One interesting aspect of Fig. 5 is that the recovery from motion adaptation curve does not rise monotonically. Both observers show a clear dip in detectability near 30 s. The recovery from adaptation curve can be thought of as the step response of the motion system, and so a simple model to fit would be the step response of a low-pass filter:
where a represents the maximum response and b is the time constant. In Fig. 5 we fitted a combination of the low-pass filter response with normal (Gaussian) dips:
where c and f control the depth, d and g control the location, and e and h control the width of the first and second dips. If the recovery from adaptation curve were monotonically increasing, the fitted depth of the dips (c and f ) would be zero. In fact, the fitted depth of each dip was significantly larger than zero. WA had dips (Ϯ95% confidence interval) at 18.3 Ϯ 1.2 s and 34.7 Ϯ 1.3 s, with depths of 0.6dЈ Ϯ 0.4dЈ and 1.1dЈ Ϯ 0.2dЈ, respectively. AN had dips at 30.8 Ϯ 1.6 s and 51.6 Ϯ 1.2 s, with depths of 0.8dЈ Ϯ 0.3dЈ and 0.7dЈ Ϯ 0.3dЈ, respectively. Both observers had strong dips near 30 s after the end of adaptation and weaker ones either before or after the strong dip. This oscillatory recovery from motion adaptation has also been found in a study 24 of single simple cells in cat area 17. In the nonstimulated condition Giaschi et al. The curves are least-squares fits of Eq. (6). Having pointed out concordant electrophysiological results, we hasten to stress that we used rotational motion, not translation. The simple cells that Giaschi et al. recorded from would not respond well to our stimulus (so they could not be the neural substrate). The raw proportions of hits and false alarms over the time course of motion sensitivity recovery are shown in Fig. 6 . Figure 5 is based upon a smoothed version of these data. The data patterns in Fig. 5 are also present in Fig. 6 , indicating that the smoothing has not introduced artifacts. Figure 6 also shows the data from the control condition in which the adapting display was stationary. [Even smoothing would not allow dЈ to be calculated for these data, given the preponderance of p(hit) ϭ 1.0 and p(false alarm) ϭ 0.0.] Except for a low dЈ at the very start (especially for observer AN), the sensitivity of the observers is high throughout the recovery period. The low dЈ at the first trial is likely due to the observer's lack of readiness for the first test stimulus (which is understandable, given that he has just been staring at the adapting motion for 90 s).
C. Equivalent Background
The equivalent background is the background speed giving the same level of dЈ as that obtained at each moment in the course of recovery from motion adaptation. We showed in Section 1 that the equivalent background speed is given by Eq. (8) . The values of 0 , k 1 , and k 2 were obtained by least-squares fits of Eq. (6) to the increment detection data for each observer. Substituting these values into Eq. (8) gave the plots of the equivalent background time course in Fig. 7 .
The equivalent background is high immediately after adaptation to the moving stimulus. At first, the equivalent background is approximately 10-23 deg s Ϫ1 counterclockwise, which is approximately one to two thirds the speed of the adapting motion (30.8 deg s Ϫ1 ) and opposite in direction to the adapting clockwise rotation. The equivalent background declines to zero by the end of 1 minute. Its intensity oscillates. As for the dЈ recovery from adaptation plot, each fitted curve in Fig. 7 is a combination of a low-pass filter step response and two normal peaks, although now the curve is reflected about the y axis:
Some authors 25 have proposed that the motion aftereffect speed declines exponentially over time. The equivalent background speed is a measure of the motion aftereffect speed. If the notion of exponential decay were correct, the confidence intervals for the heights of the fitted peaks would overlap with zero. In fact, the fitted height of each peak was significantly larger than zero. WA had peaks (Ϯ95% confidence interval) at 18. deg s Ϫ1 and 4.0 Ϯ 1.4 deg s Ϫ1 , respectively. Both observers had strong peaks near 30 s after the end of adaptation and weaker ones either before or after the strong peak.
Anything that causes performance to decline will have the effect of raising the measured equivalent background. Thus one explanation of the peak in equivalent background at approximately 30 s is that it is due to a flagging of attention. The data from the control condition (Fig. 6 ) disprove this explanation. It can be seen that the cause of the decline of dЈ is primarily a rise in the false alarm rate, and this rise is absent in the stationary control condition.
In some studies the observer is instructed to hit a button 26 or report verbally 27 when the motion aftereffect has stopped, and this is used as a measure of the aftereffect duration. Figure 7 shows that this measure will be problematic, since the aftereffect stops and starts.
The plots of the equivalent background as a function of time after motion adaptation show the time course of the motion aftereffect, measured with objective psychophysics. Anstis has remarked that the motion aftereffect, ''like piano music, is easy to record badly but hard to record well. '' 25 A good recording would use objective psychophysics, in which the subject is given a task that has an objectively correct answer on each trial. 28 Ours are the first objective psychophysical measurements of the motion aftereffect. Previous measurements of the time course of the rotational motion aftereffect have used magnitude estimation 29, 30 or nulling 31 (others 32, 33 have used nulling but did not measure the time course).
A real background makes an increment hard to detect, we argue, because there is internal normal (Gaussian) speed noise whose standard deviation increases with the background [Eq. (6)]. Motion adaptation produces an apparent or equivalent background in the visual system that behaves in the same way as a real background [Eq. (7)]. In both cases the standard deviation of the noise rises as a function of the (real or equivalent) background. The equivalent background has the opposite direction to that of the adapting motion and corresponds to the speed of the motion aftereffect.
Subjective reports often describe the motion aftereffect as a paradoxical motion of a pattern that does not change position. 25 If the aftereffect does indeed consist of two parts, the equivalent background is a measure of the moving part.
CONCLUSIONS
We measured the detectability of a motion jump after adaptation to rotational motion. We also measured increment detection against various background speeds. By running both experiments on the same observers, we were able to determine the background speed at each moment in the recovery from motion adaptation that gave the same level of motion detectability. This is the equivalent background. We propose that adapting to motion makes subsequent motion detection difficult because such adaptation elevates the standard deviation of the internal speed noise. This motion noise is equivalent to that created by a real moving background. The motion noise or the equivalent background has the direction opposite to that of the adapting motion and corresponds to the motion aftereffect. We have thus measured the time course of the motion aftereffect with objective psychophysics.
APPENDIX A: CALCULATING dЈ WHEN THE SAMPLE PROPORTION IS 0 OR 1
We now describe how we dealt with an observed sample proportion of 0. Our method applies equally to sample proportions of 1. If one makes no adjustments, the estimated dЈ in these cases is infinite.
An ad hoc procedure is commonly used to adjust observed false alarm rates of 0: Replace it with 0.5/n, where n is the number of trials. 34 A 1/n rule is also used sometimes. The idea behind the adjustment is that although we observe a proportion of 0, this is only an estimate of the true proportion. The normal model of signal detection theory tells us that it is impossible truly to have a false alarm proportion of 0, so the observed proportion is 0 only because of the binomial sampling variability of number of false alarms number of stationary stimuli .
Note that expression (A1) is both the maximum-likelihood estimator and the minimum-variance unbiased estimator of the population false alarm proportion. 35 The fact that expression (A1) has a binomial distribution allows us to devise an approach for handling observed zeros in a way that is not completely ad hoc. We can calculate the exact confidence interval for the true proportion, given the confidence level and the number of trials. The idea is that we can replace the sample proportion with the exact upper k% confidence limit. We then can make the statement that the true proportion is somewhere between the upper confidence limit and 0, and a lower bound for dЈ can be calculated. That is, we can make an estimate of dЈ that is conservative-the higher the confidence level for the false alarm proportion, the smaller the dЈ estimate.
Many readers will be familiar with approximations to the exact confidence interval for a sample proportion. These approximations use the normal distribution, though the true sampling distribution for the sample proportion is binomial. The 95% confidence limit in the normal approximation is p Ϯ 2(SE), where p is the sample proportion and SE is the standard error, equal to ͱp(1 Ϫ p)/n. Obviously, if p ϭ 0 or p ϭ 1, the SE is 0, and so the upper confidence limit is the same as p, according to this approximation. In the exact confidence limits we can compute an upper confidence limit some nonzero distance away from the sample proportion even for observed proportions of 0 and 1.
The exact confidence limits are derived straightforwardly. The general two-sided exact confidence intervals are discussed by Rothman 36 ; Mehta 37 derives the onesided confidence limits in our special case in the following way. The response on each trial is a Bernoulli random variable with probability of false alarm . Thus the chance of 0 false alarms in n Bernoulli trials is (1 Ϫ ) n . The k% upper confidence limit for is the value of that gives a p value of 1 Ϫ k/100. We have
So the one-sided exact k% upper confidence limit for the true proportion whose lower limit is 0 is
AN had no false alarms in 69 trials. With the use of n ϭ 69 trials and the confidence level set at 95%, the upper confidence limit for the true proportion is 0.0425. This value might be used to replace the observed proportion of 0. The resulting dЈ will be quite conservative (low). (Remember that if no adjustment at all is done to the observed proportion, dЈ will be infinite.) We can calculate the confidence level k associated with the two ad hoc rules. For the 1/n rule we substitute 1/n for UCL in Eq. (A2); solving for k/100, we find k 100
The 1/n rule tells us to replace the sample proportion of 0/69 with 1/69. With n ϭ 69 we obtain k ϭ 63.5% for the 1/n rule. In other words, if we obtain a sample proportion of 0/69, replacing it with 1/69 amounts to using the upper 63.5% confidence limit for the true proportion. For the 0.5/n rule we substitute 0.5/n for UCL in Eq. (A2); solving for k/100, we find k 100
Replacing an obtained 0/69 with 0.5/69 amounts to using the upper 39.4% confidence limit for the true proportion. The confidence level corresponding to these ad hoc rules is fairly constant no matter what the number of trials. For example, with the 1/n rule, an n of 25, 75, or 225 corresponds to a confidence level of 64.0%, 63.4%, or 63.3%.
The question remaining is, What confidence level to use? The 95% confidence level is used commonly in many statistical problems, but this level, it seems to us, leads to dЈ estimates that are too low. With an n of 69, for example, we would replace our observed 0/69 with 3/69. The 0.5/n rule, corresponding to a confidence level of 39%, seems to lead to dЈ estimates that are too high. We settle on a confidence level of 65%, near the 1/n rule's 63%-64%. This rule leads to fairly conservative dЈ estimates.
The above approach can also be applied to the case in which p ϭ 1. This will typically happen with hit rates. In this case one needs the lower confidence limit for the proportion:
